
South Molton Community College Department of Geography 

Year 8 Extended Homework Assignment 
“ARE ALL VOLCANOES THE SAME?” 

Choose from the following list. You can attempt one job in great 
detail, or a number of jobs in less detail—it’s up to you! Check the 
advice sheet for some ideas how to complete your work! 
 
1. Make a model of a volcano. Design it so that it will erupt by 

mixing vinegar and bicarbonate of soda! You could base your 
model on a real volcano, and include nearby towns, rivers etc 

2. Use the internet to find out what volcanoes have erupted 
recently. Plot them on a world map 

3. Write a newspaper report of an erupting volcano real or im-
aginary 

4. Write a story aimed at young children describing a volcanic 
eruption. You could also explain in your story why the volcano 
erupted 

5. Write a volcano poem or song 
6. Make a snakes and ladders game highlighting good and bad 

things associated with a volcanic eruption 
7. Who would win a fight between a volcano, an earthquake and 

a tsunami? Explain why 
8. Film a news report at the scene of an eruption. Include       

interviews with experts and witnesses 
9. Complete case studies of major volcanoes 
10. Write an advertisement to sell a house built on the slopes of 

an active volcano 
 



11. Design an app for a mobile phone about volcanoes 
12. Make a set of ‘top trump’ cards based on real volcanoes. You 

could include  ‘strength’ categories for: potential damage, size 
of eruption, height, death toll, wow factor, power of eruption 

13. Plan a geography lesson on the theme of volcanoes for a class 
of primary School children. Prepare all the resources you will 
need to use. You could use the ‘5 minute lesson plan’ on the VLE 
to present your planning. 

 
 


